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Abstract
Workload for academic personnel has been a concern over the last years in Aalto university, due to
this; the Mechanical Engineering Department of Aalto University has the necessity of a tool for
teaching planning. This thesis focuses on the development of such tool. Starting from a literature
review of ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems, their evolution and implementation in
educational systems. Interviews with faculty personnel regarding their concerns, and the tools used
in the past in order to balance the workload in each group of the department.
The literature review yields that the application of ERP systems in the educational area, is focused
in adding courses to the curriculum in order to prepare students for the industry, but there is not
literature in which the ERP methodology were used for teaching (as main objective) purposes. This
research has as a goal to implement, a system that helps to improve teaching administration
(workload balancing).
After gathering information from all the faculty personnel of the Mechanical Engineering
Department a database was created with links between professors, courses, theses and all the hours
used for teaching purposes. From this database the ERP tool for university teaching was created, in
this one all the information of the currently courses that are teach is displayed, starting from the
responsible professor/lecturer/staff, visiting lecturers, assistants, teaching hours, etc. Also all the
information of each faculty personnel is shown, courses in which he/her is responsible, courses as
visiting lecturer, theses supervised and amount of hours predicted for supervising and for teaching.
At the end this thesis project has as result two KPIs (Key performance indicators). The first one
shows workload condition of each faculty personnel (underload, balanced or overload) and the
second one is the relation between the total amount of hours used for teaching a specific course and
the credits per student. This KPI works as a reference to compare the hours per student distribution
between courses
Finally with the KPIs and all the information shown in a well-structure way the head of the
department has an improve outlook of the teaching planning of the department helping him to make
decisions for the following academic year and help the department personnel to have a balance
workload. This thesis contents all the procedure done in order to achieve an ERP tool for University
Teaching
Keywords Enterprise Resource Planning, ERP, Project management, university teaching, load
balancing.
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1. Introduction
Enterprise Resource Planning tool for University Teaching (ERPUT) started with an open callto cover a master thesis project (Appendix 1) at the Mechanical Engineering Department (ME)in Aalto University. The aim of this project was to produce a tool that helps to improve teachingplanning in ME. Teaching planning is strongly related to the time allocation stated in by Aaltotenure track working profiles. Faculty’s work profile is discussed every year in order to agreein a balanced time allocation for several activities. Activities such as research, artistic andprofessional work, teaching, scientific or artistic community activities, etc. Within thoseactivities, teaching has a significant weight and is one of the main activities for every facultymember.  Regarding the percentage agreed for teaching purpose every year, faculty personnelin ME is still facing an uneven individual distribution of teaching activities, for example, someprofessors have overload of theses supervision activities together with a heavy load of coursesand number of students. The purpose of this project is to develop a tool that helps the head ofthe ME to have a big picture of how the academic tasks of each faculty personnel are beingdistributed in order to have a better overal balance teaching workload for the followingacademic years.

1.1.Background
According with the Working Hours Act (605/1996) of the Ministry of Employment and theEconomy of Finland, section 6 dictates that the regular working hours shall not exceed eighthours a day or 40 hours a week meaning 2080 hours per year maximum. Following thislegislation and according with the unions negotiations, in Aalto for 2018 the working hourswith a total of 251 workdays it will be 1844.85 hours (Appendix 2). From the total, eachprofessor/lecturer of the mechanical department staff and the head of the department agrees onthe average time allocation guidelines for different duties. These duties in the case of lecturersare teaching, research and/or artistic work and activity in scientific community and pedagogicalleadership (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Generic work time allocation for lecturer career levels (Aalto University, 2016).
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Moreover, in the case of professors, for whom the teaching activities are reduced due to anincrease in the research activities and services, the duties are divided as follows: Research,artistic and professional work, Teaching and Service (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Generic work time allocation for tenure track professors (Aalto University, 2016).
As is shown in figures 1 and 2 a considerable percentage of the time allocation corresponds toeducational duties, which is the main responsibility for a lecturer and remains constant forprofessors in order to base teaching in research. However, teaching duties sometimes couldtake more time (or in some occasions even much less) than the percentage established in thework time allocation, meaning a work overload (or a work underload) according to the differentpersonnel profiles. According to the last results of the Aalto’s personnel survey (2017)(Appendix 3), a special focus for academic personnel regarding the teaching load should beaddressed, suggesting to each member to create or improve a work plan, which is necessary inorder to have a balanced workload.
The key for a successful balanced workload lies in the ability to estimate the actual amount ofhours that each faculty member (and other staff members with teaching responsibilities) isassigning to education duties. With this estimation of a work plan that, fits the original timeallocation, is reachable. To augment this baseline the head of the Mechanical Department ofAalto University (Jouni Partanen) needs a resource planning tool for academic duties. In suchtool the actual teaching workload of each professor in the department will be allocated in orderto prepare a balanced work plan for the following years.
This thesis contains the work done in order to achieve this tool, starting from a literature reviewin chapter two focusing in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) definition and its applicationin educational environment. Chapter 3 describes the necessities of the ME department in orderto fulfill a balanced working plan and the reason behind it. Chapter 4 explains the methodfollowed to gather all the information for the achievement of this tool. Chapter 5 describes thedevelopment of the GUI (Graphic User Interface) and data structure as a tool and the mainobjective of this thesis. Conclusions and future work are described in chapter 7.
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1.2.Objectives and scope
The main objective of this thesis is to identify the key data necessary to have a complete tool.With this tool the head of the department has a big picture of the estimated workload of eachacademic personnel against the budgeted time allocated, meaning number of courses perprofessor/teacher and other staff member, number of students, number of student credits(ECTS), amount of hours dedicated to teaching purpose and students guidance. After the keydata is collected by email with a custom excel sheet, a graphical user interface (GUI) with thecapacity of shown in a friendly-user way. A breakdown of each professor/lecturer workload isnecessary. Such tool needs to point out the key performance indicators (KPIs) of each facultypersonnel in order to identify overload, balanced or underload.
To achieve this objective, this study will be divided in three stages, the first one consists in aseries of interviews with faculty members that have already been working with tools foreducational duties time allocation, in order to have a better understanding of so far how eachunit has been dealing with the overall workload balance. The second stage is the creation of apersonal survey for each faculty member to start the data collection. The third and last stage isthe development of the tool in cooperation with the head of the department in which thedefinition of KPIs needs to be accomplished.
This study will be focused juts in the personnel of the Mechanical Engineering department ofAalto University as a request from the head of the department Jouni Partanen.
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2. Theory and literature review
This chapter contains a brief introduction to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), its origins,evolution, and its importance through the years, starting from simple manufacturing processesto the e-commerce. At educational level, in the last years high education institutions haveinvested in ERP systems but just as an information system (IS) without results, focusing at anenterprise level without employees preparation to use such software (Antonucci et al., 2004;Abugabah and Sanzogni, 2010). The literature review done in this thesis shows the focus toadd the ERP system as a subject on the list of courses in universities, not how to implementthis methodology as a teaching administration tool.

2.1.ERP
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) has its origins in 1960 but was until the 90’s where thisname started to be used in companies all around the world, quite often ERP is mislabeled as“software” when in fact is a tool that has helped for half century to several companies toimprove their performance. Thomas F. Wallace and Michael H. Kremzar describe EnterpriseResource Planning as follows:

“An enterprise-wide set of management tools that balances demand andsupply, containing the ability to link customers and suppliers into a completesupply chain, employing proven business processes for decision-making, andproviding high degrees of cross-functional integration among sales,marketing, manufacturing, operation, logistics, purchasing, finance, newproduct development, and human resources, thereby enabling people to runtheir business with high levels of customer service and productivity, andsimultaneously lower costs and inventories; and    providing the foundationfor effective e-commerce.” (Wallace and Kremzar, 2001)
From this definition, and as part of the objective of this thesis, one of the most relevantdefinition, is decision-making, an ERP helps through information and processes to make thebest decision for the enterprise, or in our case to the University. With the most condensedinformation, well organized and with an easy access, the head of the department will have acomplete frame (outlook) with all the links between the main tasks of the academic personnel,making easier to balance any workload.
The monitoring of business processes has been, since the beginning of ERPs the mainobjective, one of the first industries in need of integration of information systems, in order totrack this processes were the manufacturing organizations. The first predecessor of the actualERP was the material requirement planning, also known as MRP, this tool helped themanufactory industries to solve the manufacturing equation (Wallace and Kremzar, 2001)which consists of four questions:

· What are we going to make?
· What does it take to make it?
· What do we have?
· What do we have to get?
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The answer involves the most important elements of the manufacturing industry: final product,bill of materials (BOM), raw materials, and inventory. With this tool, organization had in acentralized system all the information regarding a specific product so decisions could be takenbefore stock-out situations.
MRP worked well with simple manufacturing processes but growing companies started to haveat the same time more complex processes. Bought-in items and sub-assemblies were involvedin these processes. Requiring sometimes products from other companies that at the same timehave a different BOM, or even the same company but in a different and far away location hasto supply the raw materials, meaning a different inventory or another centralized system. MRP-II appeared in the 80s which was an improvement of the original MRP, in this improvementother modules were added to the previous version, manufacturing, scheduling, operationalplanning, financial planning and distribution management started a new era where themanagement of different departments at the same time was possible.
MRP-II worked just fine with manufacturing industries, but starting the 1990s more industrieswere added and it was necessary to find a tool to help all of these industries. For example infood industries or pharmaceuticals where there is also a warehouse with inventory but notstrictly a production of a component. Also within industries the integration of different areassuch as human resources, finance, administration, etc. started to become the standard formedium and large companies. This new areas then became internal customers (departments)working as well with their own processes but as part of a same industry. An improvement ofMRP-II but now enterprise oriented, with flow of information among different areas needed tobe born. Along with the new necessities of industries and the boom of the softwaredevelopment, enterprise resource planning (ERP) was created. Now with this tool, anycompany can predict what is needed and forecast in order to have better planning and a well-organized schedule, Figure 3 shows an example of how the supply chain managementexchanges data with different areas thanks to an ERP system.

Figure 3 Supply chain management (SCM) interaction with suppliers (S), human resources (HR), Accounting and finances(AF) and marketing and sales (MS) (Monk and Wagner, 2009)
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2.2.ERP Products
There are several ERP products used in the enterprise market with minimal differences amongthem. The selection is most of the time base in costs of the application and functionality; thethree more common are SAP, PeopleSoft and Oracle. The most widely use is SAP, founded in1972 by IBM ex-employees. The last version of SAP uses service oriented architecture (SOA).With this architecture the interface can be done with other ERP systems without having to buynew hardware or software reducing the total cost of ownership (TCO) and making SAP a crossfunctional ERP system(Ganesh et al., 2013).
PeopleSoft is another ERP system widely used, even though it is no longer available topurchase (Oracle acquired it). The software it is well known for its client-server architecturebased in human resources management system (HRMS) and their financial packages. Thissoftware was quite famous because it was the first ERP that had the option to run as a webclient, meaning that all the functions are available from anywhere(Ganesh et al., 2013).
Oracle is one of the most known companies around the world, and its advantage in the ERPsystems is that they offer packages to all its clients. They have E-business suite, financial suite,supply chain management (SCM) suite, HRMS suite, etc. in the supply management suite theyhave the following modules: procurement, planning, logistics, manufacturing, ordermanagement and supply(Ganesh et al., 2013).

2.3.Literature Review
The use of business-management software started around 1960 in the manufacturing industry.In such software, the objective was to have an inventory control in order to automate productionplanning. This kind of software evolved in several occasions adding different kinds of modulesto improve the resource planning part but was until 1990 where this kind of software ‘jumped’from the manufactoring industry to all kind of industries. Since that date, several papers havebeen written about ERP’s systems. According to Young B. Moon in his article “EnterpriseResource Planning (ERP): a review of literature” there are six categories to classified eacharticle written from 2000 to 2006 which are:

· Implementation ,
· Using ERP,
· Extension,
· Value,
· Trends an prespectives, and/or
· Education.

The category in which this thesis is focused is “Education”, while going further with Moon, inthis category are allocated those articles in which (as consequense of the wide world use ofERP in industries) several universties tried to incorporate the subject in their courses. Theinclusion of courses where ERP education was the main objective, the focus was on teaching:how to use ERP systems and how ERP works, this as a strategy to prepare students for theirworking life using a software that is industry wide accepted (Moon, 2007).
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With this “Education” category suggested by Moon we can notice that the purpose of eacharticle written during those years were to focus on how to teach this software instead of how touse ERP in an educational level as a teaching tools. ERP systems are used all around the worldin different industries, including Universities but, as a process management software.
An university ERP example is Oodi, such systems enables to have automate admissions, wherea student can register for an academic year, pay his/her tuiton fee, enroll in different coursesetc. At the same time this system has his/her personal data, grades, courses, exams; simplifyingrecords management for the student helping him/her to take better decisions about him/herstudies, showing also all the courses availables in the University. Faculty also gets benefitsfrom this systems where they can update grades, give information to the students enrolled intheir courses, and have access to all the data related to their courses. Figure 4 shows the mostcommon modules used in Universities ERP systems.
Since the implementation of ERP systems in universities several benefits are the result:

· Easy access to information,
· Increase of efficiency and productivity,
· Easy to make reports,
· Web and user friendly interfaces,
· Easy to add more modules,
· All the information in just one place,
· Interaction between staff, faculty and students through the system.

Figure 4 University ERP Modules (Sumner, 2014)
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In summary, ERP systems have been used in universities as a tool to integrate departments, toimprove administrative processes, to consolidate a database and share the information betweenall the modules of the system making it easier for management purposes. Moreover, all theprevious research is focused on how to improve the benefits obtained by using ERP systems.The conclusion made by several authors is to teach ERP as part of the IS curriculum, in orderto prepare the students for the working life and the use of such systems (Becerra-Fernandez,Murphy and Simon, 2000; G. Stewart, 2001; Hawking Paul, Ramp Adrian, 2001; George andGeorge, 2002; Boykin and Wm. Benjamin Martz, 2004; Cannon et al., 2004; H. Davis andComeau, 2004). There is also a guide of how to integrate ERP successfully across a higheducation curriculum. The main points are: curriculum issues (how to select the softwareaccording to the kind of studies), training (approach, what to teach, outside support), studentsand faculty (expectation from the students, learn by mistakes, faculty training, etc). At the end,the author concludes that even is a long process, is worth the effort due to all the benefits fromERP systems (Fedorowicz et al., 2004).
Another issue that concerns this thesis is quality teaching, as is suggested by Henard andLeprince-Ringuet in their article “The path to quality teaching in higher education”, this hasbecome of high importance due to all the changes that education has been facing through theyears. So far all the initiatives for quality teaching lacks of definition (or ambiguity) startingfrom the role of the professors, lecturers and staff, the role of the department, etc(FabriceHenard and Leprince-Ringuet, 2008). This issue could be address from the teaching balancedperspective; a well-balanced teaching plan can improve teaching quality.
With this, we can conclude that the implementation of ERP systems as a management tool hasbeen a complete success at enterprise level, leading to even changes in the courses curriculumat high education so now the question is the following: Could be this methodology applied inuniversities having as a result a tool that helps to improve teaching planning?
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3. Time allocation
In this chapter the currently situation of the ME faculty personnel is examined. How thelecturers, professors and different personnel with academic duties split their activities, in orderto achieve the time allocation. However, there are cases where the personnel has a heavyworking load and in the other hand an underload, making the distribution of hours uneven. Thischapter explains the importance of have a plan to make a balanced working load.

3.1.Academic work
As mentioned in figures 1 and 2, each faculty personnel has several tasks to perform, in thecase of professors and lecturers these tasks are divided in teaching, research and activities inscientific community. In addition, in the case of professors, pedagogical leadership andservices.
Figure 5 shows an example of how professors and lecturers divide their budgeted time as ismentioned in the framework set by Aalto University. The blue part represents the teachingactivities that in the case of lecturers goes around 70% of their total budgeted hours and forprofessors is around 30%, same case for different staff members (services, laboratorymanagers, technicians, etc.) where among other responsibilities they have also to dedicated apercentage of their duties to teaching.

Figure 5 Tasks allocation example.
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The previous example is the optimal one, and is the guideline set by Aalto University, whereeach professor or lecturer has a proper allocation of his/her academic duties, within thepercentages described in the tenure track. However, this is not always achievable, accordingwith the last survey made (Appendix 2) professors and lecturers have problems to balance theirtime allocation. Sometimes a professor/lecturer is spending more of his/her time in teachingduties than in the others meaning a ‘burst’ due to overload, also there is the opposite case wherea professor/lecturer spends less time for teaching purposes having a underload regarding thetenure track guideline. Figure 6 shows a couple of examples of professors and lecturers withover and underload allocations.

Figure 6 Under and overload teaching allocation.
From the figure, it can be noticed that with an unbalanced teaching allocation the total academicduties of each professor/lecturer/personnel could end in an overload. This means that the personis using more time to fulfill all the requirements from the tenure track, this at the end couldtrigger personal stress, and on the other hand, there is the possibility to have underload fromsome personnel making the situation unfair for the rest.
The purpose of this thesis is to build an ERP tool to help to solve this issue, a tool that helps tomake decisions about time allocations and how each professor should distribute their teachinghours.

3.2.Resources
The importance of a well-balanced workload is not just to make the time allocation easier foreach lecturer, professor or personnel with academic duties. At the same time, a well-balancedworkload works to optimize the distribution of funding given to the university. The moneygiven each year by the ministry of education is based on the performance of the university onthe previous year, but not always this time is well estimated.
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Figure 7 shows the aspects that are parts of each teaching hour; there are three maincomponents: funding (money), faculty (personnel with academic duties) and load balancing(this works as an interaction between funding and personnel given as a result the work plan inwhich each teaching hour is applied).

Figure 7 Teaching hours distribution
· Funding. This input represent the funding given every year to Aalto University.o Minedu Formula. This represents the budget planned by the Finland’s ministryof education; the amount of money given is the result of a budget formulationand Finland’s parliament that every four years decides the core funding for higheducational levels (Ministry of Education and Culture of Finland 2018).o Aalto U-level. Once the Ministry of education has given the budget to AaltoUniversity, an internal formulation is used to distribute the funding to theschools in Aalto and then to different departments.o Eng & dept. As well, the ME has its own formulation to administer the fundinggiven in the previous step, a budget is made according to the plan elaboratedpreviously, and in this, each group of the department gives the estimated hoursthat it will be used for the academic year.o Funded and subsidized projects. Generally, professors in collaboration with theindustry obtains this budget use for specific projects.
· Faculty and staff. All internal and external personnel that receives an income forservices given to the department.
· Load balancing. There are three main components regarding load balancing, thebudgeted hours planned before the beginning of the academic year. The workload ofeach personnel with academic duties, this workload framework stated by the university,
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does not represent the actual effort that they are doing for this purposes, most of thetime an unbalance workload could end in stress, and in the other hand an underloadmake it unfair for all the faculty.
All these resources applied in teaching hours at the end will have as result an improvement ofthe correlation between teaching hours and study credits, making from this a KPI (keyperformance indicator) to study. How many hours is each faculty personnel using for just onecredit? This thesis will show that the main objective for the head of the department is to try tofind an optimal minimum value of the KPI (smaller the better) for every faculty personnel,prioritizing quality over quantity.

3.3.Planning and scheduling
The most difficult part is next, how to make an accurate working plan just based on the previousacademic year? How to plan the hours used in a new course? How to make the estimation?What about new lecturers, how many hours does they need? In addition, there are cases wherea professor acts as a visit lecturer, how to track those hours. Figure 8 shows an example of howthe professor divide their schedule between three different courses.

Figure 8 Teaching hours-courses distribution
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From the previous figure, it can be noticed that professor 2 is responsible for two courses,MEC-E1008 and E1001 (even though for the second he/she shares the responsibility withanother professor, based on the number of students just one professor is not enough). As canbe noticed, the amount of hours changed from one professor to another, there are cases wereone professor is responsible of just one course or even more and cases where just part time ofthe professor hours is assigned to teaching hours (upon this to an agreement with the head ofthe department sometimes).
From the previous example another point to be consider is, that even the three courses have thesame amount of credits, there are differences as the number of students and the hours used toteaching. So, how these courses can be compared and weighed between each other in order tohave a better understanding on how each professor/lecturer is using his/her time. The KPImentioned in the previous part is shown then in figure 8 (at the bottom of each course), theformula used for this is the following:

KPI =  
( )

This indicator (hours / credits per student) shows how the estimated teaching hours are usedper one credit, a lower number (below 1) indicates a good input/output ratio (smaller the better)of the course meanwhile a high number indicates that more than one hour is used to teach justone credit per student. An ideal KPI should be selected as average per discussion within theME department to compare the amount of hours used for each professor/lecturer.
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4. Data gathering
This chapter presents the previous work done by each group within the ME department in orderto have an estimation of the teaching hours. This information was used as a time budget, tohave an estimated work plan for the following academic year.
The tools previously used were excel files done by each responsible person from differentgroups, each of them with different structures, notes and results. For this thesis 3 responsiblepersons were interviewed in order to gather information about what has been done, what is theexpectation of this tool and how can help the faculty and staff to improve the estimation oftheir workload.

4.1.Markku Kuuva interview (Engineering design group)
Meeting held on September 7 of 2017. Markku Kuuva is a University Lecturer working in theEngineering Design and History of Industrialization group. For this group he made an excelfile (Uudkandikurs ja koodit-kustannusarvio-versio-15.xlsx), which was focused in thebachelor program. Figure 9 shows an example of how he designed this excel file.

Figure 9 Teaching hours allocation (Kuuva Marku, 2017)
From Figure 9 is observed that each course is divided by main activities and the hours that eachfaculty personnel uses for it, it can be a professor, a lecturer or an assistant. The activities foreach course are divided as follows:

· Course management
· Participates in joint development of major subject / minor subject. (Pääaineen /sivuaineen yhteiseen kehittämiseen osallist.)
· Evaluation and development of the course's teaching and activity
· Contact teaching with students (lectures, training groups)
· Design and coordination of teaching, preparation of materials
· Grading of student, Grading List Management
· Course human resource management, course feedback and more.

From this first interview, it was clear that each group needed to have information regardingeach course. In the case of the engineering design, the total teaching hours was the objective,regarding the name of the responsible of the course, lecturers or assistants. The adjusted total
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was obtained by multiplying a “cost estimated hour factor” which in the case of professors was3, for lecturers 2 and in the case of assistants 1.
From this interview the discussion was about how to make a fair time allocation. It is difficultfor each faculty member to make an estimation of his or her time; one course is totally differentfrom another. In addition, the number of students that enroll every period varies and this affectsthe time of each faculty member and staff. Another difference comes when it is a new coursethan when it is an existing course. This is reflected in the use of the same material updated asthe previous academic year.
Another main issue regarding time allocation are the theses supervision, some professorssupervise several theses (sometimes more than 20), and meanwhile another have just two orthree. This has become an issue due to some professor have more popular topics than others,so they expect that this tool also helps to solve this issue, that a rule for load balancing comesup to have a fair amount of thesis among supervisors.
For more information about Markku’s excel file please contact him at markku.kuuva@aalto.fi

4.2.Heikki Remes interview (Marine technology group)
Meeting held on September 13 of 2017. Heikki Remes is an Assistant Professor working in theMarine Technology group. Same case as with Markku Kuuva, he was the professor responsiblecourses. He has an excel file with the teaching hours estimation for the group (00_Teachingdistribution – Applied Mechanics 13-10-2016.xlsx). This excel file was focused in the marinetechnology group as is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Teaching load (Heikki Remes, 2017)
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As is shown in Figure 10, this tool does not have the amount of teaching hours per facultypersonnel, instead has the name of all the professors and lecturers in the department and assignsa numerical factor in the case that they participate in a specific course. For example if theprofessor/lecturer is responsible of a certain course the weighting will be 1, if he is a visitinglecturer or in the case of tutoring and supervising thesis the weighting it will be 0.1. At the endthe sum of everything (theses and administration tasks as well) will give a number to whicheach member of this group can review and they may observe who is the professor/lecturer withthe higher workload and who has the less so they can distribute the teaching tasks evenly.
The problem with this kind of tool is that there is no estimation of the hours that each facultymember uses for teaching purposes. Instead it is just a way to compare between the staffmembers, neither this excel file has the number of supervising theses that each member has.As is noticeable from Figure 10, the average of courses that each professor/lecturer has is three,trying to make the distribution even. It does not matters what kind of course it is, so there arecases where a professor needs more time to prepare a course and teach that course than foranother. This tool considers each course as equal (with respect to teaching hours).
For more information about Heikki’s excel file please contact him at heikki.remes@aalto.fi.

4.3.Tuomas Paloposki interview (Thermodynamics group)
Meeting held on September 20 of 2017. Tuomas Paloposki is a Senior University Lecturer inthe Thermodynamics group. At the beginning of 2017 Tuomas had the responsibility to followup of the teaching hours in 2017. For this all hours spent to teaching should be included in anexcel file from each faculty personnel and staff (involve in teaching tasks) in order to plan inadvance. Figure 11 shows an example of how the teaching hours where used in an excel file(Opetuskuormalaskelma_2016_v14.xlsx).

Figure 11 Teaching hours distribution (Tuomas Paloposki, 2017)
This excel file has similarities compared with the previous ones but also significant differences.As in the one made by Heikki, this also has the name of each faculty member that has teachingtasks in the course but in this case with assigned hours instead of a percentage. This makes astarting point to compare the amount of hours used per course with other courses or even withfuture academic years.
In order to obtain all this information an email was sent to each member of the thermodynamicgroup in which they were asked for a teaching plan for the year 2017. In this email, the courses
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given by this group were added in a list, so if a member of the staff had teaching hours for acertain course they should add it there. Besides this the following teaching tasks where asked:
· Academic advising at master level,
· Master theses instruction and supervision,
· Study administration and program level planning,
· Orientation for new students.

This tool was the most complete because it has a rough estimation of teaching tasks given inhours per each faculty and staff members of the thermodynamics group. The problem was, thatnot all the staff gave their information.
For more information about Tuomas’s file please contact him at tuomas.paloposki@aalto.fi.

4.4.Summary of all interviews
Besides all these three tools have a different way to gather information. At the end, the mainobjective is to have a plan, compare how much effort (hours) a course needs and how theprofessors manage to balance their academic duties. So from these previous three tools an excelfile was merged for the entire department with these main objectives:

· Teaching hours per course,
· Personnel involved in each course,
· New or old course,
· Theses supervised (bachelor and masters level).

4.5.Survey of entire department
After the interviews and with all the feedback, it was the moment to start gathering informationfrom the entire department. In order to do this, certain information was necessary:

· First, a search for all the courses (bachelor and masters) was done, finding all thecourses and their data that a student can select from Oodi system.
· List of employees currently working in the Mechanical Engineer department.
· List of theses (bachelor and masters) with the responsible supervisor (unfortunatelythe list of theses does not have the instructors of the respective theses, who sometimesuses even more time than the instructor does).

Once all the information was available an excel file was created with all the information.Figures 12…14 show the kind of lists made for this purpose.
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Figure 12 Master Courses

Figure 13 Faculty and Staff

Figure 14 Theses List
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After gathering all the information, it was time for a survey where each responsible of a coursesend all the information regarding the teaching hours and also a list with the faculty, staff andexternal personnel that also have some educational tasks in each course, hours use it foradvising theses. An email was sent to the entire department on December 18th 2017:
Dear Engineering Materials Staff
I’m Carlos Chavez and I’m working with Jouni Partanen and Pekka Kyrenius in a ERPUTTool (Enterprise resource planning for university teaching) such tool will help to havea better workload balancing, and in order for this to works we need your help.
Attach you will find a Survey meant for you regarding the courses for which you areresponsible (2016-2017) and for the theses in which you are or were supervisor.
In the case of the Master and Bachelor’s courses please fill the blanks with the hoursspent to teaching (planning, administration, evaluations, grading, teaching,preparation, etc) made by yourself, other staff members (visiting lecturers), assistants,external staff or other. In the case of the teaching hours for the following periods, thiswill be a kind of planning.
In addition, for the Theses please send the hours spent in average per student(meetings, preparation, reading, etc.)
Please if the information that I am sending is incorrect or incomplete please let meknow.
You can send back either the excel or pdf file.
Anny comments or suggestions are more than welcome.
Please feel free to contact me if more information is needed.
Thanks in advance
RegardsCarlos ChavezAalto UniversityPuumiehenkuja 5 room 20702150 EspooFINLANDtel. +358 44 959 1785

The survey was then sent to each faculty and staff member, the requirement was to fill thesurvey with the hours used by the responsible teacher. If other staff member was alsocollaborating for such course, they should put their name and the number of hours, the samefor assistants, external staff and other. They had also to indicate if the course was a new or anold one. For the theses, a summary was printed out in the survey but for the responsible it wasnecessary just to put there how many average hours they used for supervising.
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A high response was obtained, from a total of 46 faculty members that received this survey,80% answered with their estimation of time used for each course. With this information it nowwas possible to develop a tool to show the workload of each professor and to give informationabout how many personnel is working in each course, which courses have most students, whichcourses require more hours for preparation, etc.
In the case of missing data of those faculty members that did not reply the survey, an averagewas estimated. This average was taken from the group and used to show in the tool with a redwarning meaning that the data for the professor/lecturer was missing.
Figure 15 shows an example of the survey sent to each professor/lecturer. The information isthen divided in four parts, the first one general data of the faculty member, the second refers tothe bachelor courses instructed by the professor/lecturer (in case that he/she has courses at thislevel). Third part corresponds to the master level (in case that he/she has courses at this level),and finally the theses section, here a summary of all the theses supervised during the previousyear and at the end a box to fill with the average hours use for advising.
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Figure 15 Survey
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5. Implementation
The next step after gathering all the information from the different groups in the ME departmentwas to build the ERPUT tool. This chapter explains how the information was collected in a bigexcel file and then the creation of a GUI in order to have easy access to the information.

5.1.Structure
After the survey, all the information was collected in an excel file with the following datasheetdistribution:

· Master/Bachelor courses. Datasheet with all the information regarding the mastercourses: name and code of the course, teacher responsible, periods in which the courseis taught, lectures hours, exercise hours, credits per course, status of the course,academic year of the information collected, amount of students, number of students thatapproved, responsible teacher hours used for this course, as well as other staff membersthat collaborates in this courses, assistants and external staff as well ( Figure 16).

Figure 16 Master Course datasheet
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· Professors. This datasheet contains all the information regarding the faculty and staffmember, group in which they work, full name and tittle. All this information is usedthen in the GUI for descriptions (Figure 17).

Figure 17 Professors datasheet
· Master/Bachelor Theses. This datasheet contains all the information regarding the listof theses given by ENG engineering department (Appendix 4), the information isdivided by Student name, subject (topic), supervisor, year, month and type (topic orevaluation), Figure 18.
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Figure 18 Master Theses
· Thesis List. List generated through filters done in the GUI (more information infollowing chapters). This list shows in ascendant order the total number of thesessupervised in a specific period of time (Figure 19).
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Figure 19 Thesis List
· Teaching Hours Q. This is the survey auto generated through a macro, Figure 20 showsthe button used to run the macro, after a new window appears in which the user has tointroduce the employee id of the respective professor/lecturer to generate the survey.
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Figure 20 Teaching Hours datasheet
· Dashboard. This datasheet contains the button that runs the macro GUI, which isexplained in more detail in the following pages.

The purpose is to have several datasheets with a common code number (course and employeeID, this last one classified as confidential information) is to have a well-structure entityrelationship (Figure 21) to have a fully functional database from which all the information isextracted and shown in the GUI.
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Figure 21 Entity relationship
· Code. Id of the course, example MEC-E1001.
· Name. Name of the course.
· Responsible Professor ID. Numeric value given to identify each professor and a keyelement to make relationships with other tables.
· Professor Name.
· Level. Bachelor or Master (courses with L prefix -PhD courses- were omitted due tothe scope of this project).
· Period. Field that correspond to the academic period in which the course is taught.
· Lectures. Amount of lecture hours, this number came from Oodi system.
· Exercises. Amount of exercise hours, this number is filled from Oodi system.
· Credits. Amount of study credits for this course.
· Status. This field shows if the course is currently active or not.
· Year. This field shows the last academic year in which was taught.
· Number of students. Number of students enrolled for that course.
· Approved. Number of students that passed the course in the given period/year.
· Responsible Professor Hours. Field filled with the information obtained in the survey,this data is the main field in order to run the tool.
· Staff Member. Field use for personnel that also teach in the course but are notresponsible of such course.
· Assistant. Student or PhD student which assists the course.
· External Staff. Lecturers from outside the university that sometimes helps with thecourse giving lectures or field trips.
· Total Hours. Total hours used for teaching purpose in the course.
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For the Faculty plus Staff excel list the data is as follows:
· ID. Professor Number used to make relationship with other tables, for example in thecase of the courses excel, this cell has a direct relation with the responsible of thecourse and staff members that works as invited lecturers.
· Group. Group to which the faculty member belongs:o Energy efficiency and systemso ENG and ME Technical support serviceso Engineering design and history of industrializationo Engineering materialso Engineering production and Aalto digital design laboratoryo Marine technologyo ME Common (staff group)o Solid Mechanicso Thermodynamics.
· Name. Name of the faculty or staff member.
· Title. Role of the personnel:o Professoro Lecturero Assistanto PhD Studento Researchero Laboratory Staff.

Last, for the theses excel sheet, the following fields are available:
· ID. Student number, this is just a reference to have a key field in the datasheet.
· Student. Student name.
· Topic. Topic registered in the last approving meeting, this topic is a topic that thestudent already submitted and has been accepted by the approval board.
· Supervisor ID. Supervisor number, this field is use to make a relation between thefaculty plus staff datasheet and this field.
· Supervisor Name. Name of the faculty plus staff whom is supervising this thesis.
· Year. This is the year in which the topic was either approved or evaluated
· Month. Month in which the thesis was approved (topic or evaluation).
· Type. This field is use to specified if just the topic has been approved or if the thesishas been evaluated already.

With all the information in several datasheets, it is difficult to have a good outlook of how theworkload is distributed in each department. A tool is needed to have a better understanding ofhow each course is distributed or/and to see each teaching load for every professor/lecturer ofthe ME department.
5.2.ERPUT

ERPUT (Enterprise Resource Planning for University Teaching) was then created as ananalysis tool with a  GUI to handle all the information gathered from the previous step. In order
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to access the tool, the user has to select the “Dashboard” sheet and click the “ERPUT” button,as is shown in the following Figure 22.

Figure 22 Access to ERPUT form
After selecting the tool a new window will display (Figure 23) in which are six buttons withthe following information:

· Faculty and Staff by group. In this section the user will find all the Mechanicaldepartment personnel divided by the 9 groups that there are in the department:o Engineering Design and History of Industrializationo Engineering Production and Aalto Digital Design Laboratoryo Engineering Materialso Solid Mechanicso Marine Technologyo Energy efficiency and systemso Thermodynamics.
· Personnel by title. In this section the user will find all the mechanical departmentpersonnel divide by 5 main roles, these roles where selected due to their high teachingparticipation, roles as researchers or assistants were discarded due to the lowparticipation in courses, the main roles are the followings:o Professorso Lecturerso Doctoral Candidateso Laboratory and Technical Staffo Other.
· Master Courses. Section that will open a window with all the courses in theMechanical Engineering department, basic information about the course and all thepersonnel that is currently collaborating in such course.
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· Bachelor Courses. Same as previous but for bachelor level
· Thesis List. This section is used to make reports with thesis information of everyfaculty personnel
· Close. This section closes the “ERPUT” tool.

Figure 23 ERPUT User form
5.2.1. Staff by group

In this new window, the user will have 12 fields with all the information regarding thepersonnel staff selected. Figure 24 shows the staff form.

Figure 24 Staff form
1. Combo box filled with all the faculty and staff groups.2. List box populated with all the members of the group selected in field 1.3. Number of personnel in the group selected.4. Name of the person selected in field 2.5. Title of the person selected6. Statics. Button that opens a new form with statistic from all the courses teaching bythe person selected in field 2.7. Courses (In charge). Second list box with information regarding the courses in whichthe selected personnel is responsible. This list box contains the following information:a. Code of the course
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b. Name of the coursec. Level of the course (master, bachelor)d. Hours spent by the responsible teacher in such course (data that comes fromthe survey).8. Courses (Visiting lecturer/Assistant). List box with information of the courses inwhich the selected personnel participates as visiting lecturer or assistant. Sameinformation as in the previous list box.9. Photo of the selected person. Photo taken from Aalto people.10. Number of theses supervised by the selected person. The hours shown using thefollowing formula:a. In the case of bachelor the total hours are given by:Total hours = (Number of thesis) x 18b. And for master the total hours are given by:Total hours = (Number of thesis) x 25
Where 18 and 25 correspond to the average hours used for supervising purposesaccording to a previous agreement with the ME Department.

11. Total hours. Total hours that the selected person uses for teaching purpose, hoursfrom the courses in which the person is responsible, courses in which is visitinglecturer or assistant and the hours used for supervising theses.12. Teaching load. This field shows the workload of the selected person. The values aretaken from the work allocation (figure 2) and it depends on the title of the selectedperson (professor or lecturer). And the color scale is classified as follows:a. Professori. UNDERLOAD. When the total hours are less than 20% (color: orange)ii. BALANCED.  When total hors are within the 30% +/- 10% (color:green)iii. OVERLOAD. When the total hours are above 40% (color: red)b. Lectureri. UNDERLOAD. When the total hours are less than 70% (color: orange)ii. BALANCED.  When total hors are within the 75% +/- 5% (color:green)iii. OVERLOAD. When the total hours are above 80% (color: red)
5.2.1.1. Statistics

The statistics form (Figure 25), is divided in 2 parts, the first part shows the courses taught inan academic year previously selected, and the second part the theses supervised in the sameyear but with the option to select a range of periods.
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Figure 25 Statistics form
1. Academic Year. Here the user selects the academic years from which wants to see thenumbers.
2. List box with the following data:

a) Code of the course.
b) Name of the course.
c) Level (BSc / MSc).
d) Number of credits.
e) Amount of students enrolled in that course that year.
f) Number of students that passed.
g) Efficiency. This number gives the rate of students that approved the course againsttotal students (Pass ratio). Note: this field is not related to resources used.
h) Hours. Hours that the responsible teacher (in this case the person selected) uses forteaching purpose in this course.
i) Total hours. This number includes visiting lecturers times and/or assistants hours.
j) KPI. Key Performance Indicator, this indicator follows the formula mentioned inchapter 3.

3. Average numbers for each data previously mentioned.4. Thesis. In this section the user, selects a range of periods to show the number of thesessupervised by the selected person within that period, in the year previously selected.
5.2.2. Staff by title

This form is similar to the one shown in the section 4.1.1 with the difference that the staffmembers are divided by title, Figure 26 shows an example.
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Figure 26 Staff by title form
5.2.3. Master Courses

This form shows all the master courses and the data regarding a course selected. Figure 27shows this form.

Figure 27 Master courses form
1. Courses list box. All the courses taught in the mechanical department.
2. Information of the course.

a. Name of the teacher in charge
b. Hours used for the responsible for teaching purposes
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c. Status of the course (currently teaching or new)
d. Period in which the course is taught
e. Lecture. This field is filled with the number of hours used for lectures(information gathering from Oodi)
f. Credits. Number of credits for the course
g. Exercises. Number of hours for exercises sessions (information from Oodi).

3. In this section, the user will find the last year in which the course was taught. Numberof students enrolled in that year. Approved students in that year and the efficiency ofthe course, percentage of students that passed the course.
4. Other staff members. Visiting lecturers that participates during the course with theirrespective hours.
5. Assistants. Assistants that helped to prepare the course in the year previouslymentioned, and the amount of hours used for them.
6. External Staff. In the case that external staff participates giving lectures or field trips,the amount of hours used for them should be in this list box.
7. Total teaching hours for the selected course.
8. KPI. As mentioned in the previous section, this number is a key indicator for thehours used per credit per student in the course.

5.2.4. Bachelor Courses
Similar to the previous section but with the courses at bachelor’s level, all the fields are thesame as previously mentioned on Figure 28 shows an example.

Figure 28 Bachelor courses form
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5.2.5. Thesis list
Figure 29 shows the windows that appears once the user select thesis list, this new windowsshows a regular filter with the academic years recording in the ERPUT excel file, and the userhas to select a year and the periods in which is the information requested. Once the user selectsthe “Report” button a pdf file is opened with the information requested (Figure 30)

Figure 29 Thesis List form

Figure 30 Thesis Report

5.2.6. Code
All the code made for this thesis was using visual basic macros in excel, for more details orthe exact code please send an email to  Carlos Chávez (carlos.chavezvillegas@aalto.fi,egungo@gmail.com).
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6. Conclusions and future work
Before the conclusions of this thesis is important to add emphasis to the main concerns thatarose after the literature review and at the interview with several professors and lecturers.
The first issue is that according to the literature review even though the ERPs systems arefocused on enterprise administration of resources as was shown in chapter 2, is possible tobring this approach to the academic field. Not only by adding this subject to the courses list ofthe department but also applying its methodology to the entire department itself, this thesis isjust the spearhead of how the administration of time, resources, tasks, etc. can be improve withthe implementations of ERP tools.
The second and most important issue is the necessity of have a balanced workload, as wasexplained in the first chapter and in the third appendix. One of the main concerns of theprofessors/lecturers is the creation of working plans and the allocation of resources toaccomplish it, meaning to have a balance working load. In addition, during the interviews,another point of concern was the number of thesis supervised. Meanwhile some professorshave a lot of theses to supervise (more than 20 sometimes), there are professors without anythesis to supervise. This is not just because the professor does not want to supervise, most ofthe time is related to the own selection of the students. Some professors have topics more ofthe interest of the students, but how can this situation be addressed, if is hiding from the generaloutlook.
It is important to make it clear that the solution of all this concerns is not the objective of thisthesis project. The contribution of this work is a tool, which gives to the head of the department,Jouni Partanen, a condensed outlook of all the courses and theses given within the departmentand shown by professor/lecturer/staff or by course.
If a professor/lecturer is selected, this tool will give full information regarding the courses inwhich he/she is responsible, those courses in which he is a visiting lecturer as well as theamount of theses and hours used to supervising such theses.
In other hand if instead of select each professor, a course is selected, all the informationregarding such course is then displayed. A new window with all the name of the personnel thatcollaborates in the course, as well as the amount of hours use per each person for this course,a total and a KPI, explained in the above chapters.
The KPIs shown by this tool are the main objectives of this thesis project. First the estimatedteaching load that is displayed in the professor window (Figure 26). With this, the head of thedepartment has a green, yellow or red flag that shows how the distribution of workload of thepersonnel according with his/her job role and in accordance to the time allocation is explainedin chapter one.
The second KPI is the one shown in the courses window (Figure 27) this number is therelationship between hours and number of credits, gives a big picture of how the teaching hoursare being used in the course, the lowest the number shows domain of the course which indicatesa balanced working plan. On the other hand, a high number indicates that the amount of hoursoverpasses the amount of credits per students, meaning an overload in such course.
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There is still work to do in order to have a well-balanced working plan; the followingsuggestions are made in order to continue the work here initiated.
1. Improvement of professors/lecturers/staff collaboration. Even though 80% of the staffanswered the survey done for this research, there is still hesitation about givinginformation about the time that each person uses for teaching purposes. Sometime thisleads to an overestimation of the hours per course. A good way to improve this is toshow to the full faculty and staff members this tool as a first approach to solve workloadissues within the department. With a full picture of the work that has been done and theintention of the survey, it is possible to have a response improvement.
2. A standalone app/program instead of an excel file that the faculty and staff memberscan fill at any time online, without the necessity of a ‘come and go’ list of mails thatget lost in the queue.
3. Development of a database for thesis topics and evaluation meetings. During theexecution of this thesis a thorough research had to been done, consolidating data fromseparate systems as Oodi, my courses, aaltodoc, etc. However, in the case of the theses,information simple as just the name and the title of the thesis was difficult to obtain.Aaltodoc is a database with all the theses complete until today’s date, but does notcontains the theses in process so the way to obtain that information was through theengineering department. The information consisted of long lists of theses topics, whichare divided by department, these lists are filled as minutes during the committeemeetings. It’s possible to extract the information necessary through xml filtration rules,but an improvement could be done if in each meeting all this data is introduce to anexcel file or better yet to a database, or as a metadata in Aalto-docs.
4. Systems integration. There are a couple of systems that have all the courses informationas well (as before mentioned) theses information. Those systems are Oodi andMyCourses, Oodi with the database of the courses (code, name, professors, lecturers,information, etc) and MyCourses works as well as a database of such courses (lectures,assignments, links, important dates, etc.). Combining these two for a complete frameof information could be found, if this two systems are used to fill the ERP tool there isnot necessity to have a person filling an excel file every year, the information will bedisplayed once introduced to both systems, making the ERP tool an automat systemeasy to read.
5. Use of cloud systems. The use of systems such as Power BI (business intelligence) byMicrosoft makes the information more accessible to everybody and easier to handle.Such systems are access through the web and have layouts ready to be filled with theinformation given by Oodi or my courses, generating automatic reports and dashboardswith just a couple of clicks. The use of such systems helps to decrease the existence ofseveral files (versions) and the use of space in a personal computer. In addition,improves the automatization of the system as mentioned in the previous suggestion.
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Appendix 1. ERPUT Master’s thesis topic 2017

ERPUT-master-thesis-topic-20017.pdf
2017-08-16
Master's thesis project available
Mechanical Engineering Dept. of Aalto ENG is looking for one Master's thesis worker for ERPUT-
project.
Topic:  Resource planning tool for academic teaching.
Topic description:
Academic teaching resources (time of professors, lecturers, etc.) are allocated  according Aalto tenure
track work profiles. ME dept. is developing a tool for *teaching* resources planning, including:
 - teaching resource allocation & planning
 - work load balancing & monitoring
 - input (hours) vs output (study credits & degrees) monitoring
 - generation of productivity KPI's
 - report generation
 - consolidation of existing teaching resource tools.
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Supervisor: prof. Jouni Partanen (ME dept. director)
Instructor: Pekka Kyrenius.
Estimated timetable: 2+6 months full time:
 - excel prototyping & first interviews (2 m)
 - thesis work & implementation & remaining interviews (6 m)
 - preferred start Sept 1st 2017, end Apr 30th 2018.
Salary: according Aalto/ENG thesis worker guideline.
Location: Aalto campus/Espoo
Requirements:
 - minimum of 70 study credits of Aalto ENG Master’s degree passed
 - coursework in Personal Study Plan should be finalized in 2017
 - estimated graduating is May 2018.
 Skill-set needed:
 - MS Excel skills (pivot tables, macros/VBA, Data Tools/Consolidate)
 - English language skills (interviews).
Selection is based on course grades & study credits and interview.
Documents needed:
 - electronic transcript of records from WebOodi (pdf)
 - copy of Personal Study Plan (pdf)
 - motivation letter, max 1 one page A4 (pdf).

 -

Best 3 applicants are invited separately to an evaluation interview by email.
Additional info by email: Pekka.Kyrenius@aalto.fi

*** Application deadline 28th Aug 2017 at 12:00 sharp. ***
Application only by email: Pekka.Kyrenius@aalto.fi
Please include all 3 documents needed as pdf-attachments, insert in email header:
[ERPUT] application, FAMILYNAME FirstName, student number
(e.g. “[ERPUT] application, DOE Jonathan, 123459”)
Please feel free to forward this to any suitable Aalto ENG student.
BR Pekka & Jouni
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Appendix 2. Working days and hours in 2018
[Accessed 14 April 2018].
Available at:
https://inside.aalto.fi/download/attachments/8065932/Working%20days%20and%20hours%20in%202018.docx?version=1&modificationDate=1515142320298&api=v2
Working days and hours in 2018
January, 22 workdays = 161,70 hours
February, 20 workdays = 147,00 hours
March, 21 workdays = 154,35 hours
April, 20 workdays = 147,00 hours
May, 21 workdays = 154,35 hours
June, 20 workdays = 147,00 hours
January-June total of 124 workdays = 911,40 hours
July, 22 workdays = 161,70 hours
August, 23 workdays = 169,05 hours
September, 20 workdays = 147,00 hours
October, 23 workdays = 169,05 hours
November, 22 workdays = 161,70 hours
December, 17 workdays = 124,95 hours
July-December total of 127 workdays = 933,45 hours

January-December of total 251 workdays = 1844,85 hours
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Appendix 3. Several measures to prevent inappropriate conductand balancing workloads.
[Accessed 16 April 2018].
Available at:
https://inside.aalto.fi/display/CurrentAffairs/Several+measures+to+prevent+inappropriate+conduct+and+balancing+workloads
Several measures to prevent inappropriate conduct and balancing workloads
Based on the results of the personnel survey, Aalto University Board has confirmed thatpreventing inappropriate conduct and balancing workloads are the university's commondevelopment areas. This decision was reached at the December meeting of the Board.
Inappropriate conduct may manifest itself in many ways. In addition to sexual harassment, itcan include verbal or non-verbal abuse and intimidation, inappropriate electronic messaging,and simply hindering work or studies.
‘We want to reinforce an atmosphere in which every Aalto person can trust that they will betreated in an appropriate and respectful manner. Inappropriate conduct should always bereported and it must also be addressed without delay,’ says President Ilkka Niemelä.
‘I would like everyone at Aalto to read and follow the Aalto Code of Conduct, which will helpus all make the right choices. I challenge Aalto community members to develop ourorganization together, and to engage in constructive discussion, even on difficult issues,because each one of us is responsible for improving the operating environment that we share.’
Aalto’s existing procedures and instructions for dealing with inappropriate conduct have beenrenewed. In February, the updated operating instructions for how to intervene in and resolvesituations will be communicated to personnel and students in a clearer manner than previously.The instructions will apply to the entire community.
A workshop model related to preventing inappropriate conduct is being prepared in co-operation with occupational health care, and it will be reviewed in the management teams ofall departments and service units. Workshops targeting the entire personnel will begin inFebruary. Training is also available for people who, due to their work role or position of trust,are involved in resolving situations of inappropriate conduct.
Online learning material about implementing the Aalto Code of Conduct will also be publishedin February, and training on this topic will be arranged for various personnel groups during thespring.
Workloads to be addressed in the spring objective discussions
As before, the focus in the spring objective discussions will be specifically on reachingagreement concerning objectives for the upcoming period. The objectives should be in linewith common targets and clearly defined in order to estimate the workload and resourcesrequired to implement them. The objective discussion provides a good opportunity for buildinga shared understanding of role and expectations, planning work time allocation together anddiscussing workload.
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A special focus for academic personnel will involve reviewing the teaching loads.
’It is important to compile the agreed tasks into a work plan in which the next academic yearis planned through key areas: teaching and student guidance, research and artistic activities,and societal impact. We need to be able to estimate how much working time is needed for eachof these fields/tasks,’ says Provost Kristiina Mäkelä.
‘A work plan is a useful tool for prioritizing and allocating working time. It will also allow themanagement to follow up on the workloads.’
Another important element in balancing workload is the skill of self-leadership, and this is whyAalto has supplemented the training offered to the whole staff. Coaching related to holdingobjective discussions will be arranged for supervisors and, for example, groups will have accessto training on using a reflective work approach to manage personal work.
Further information:Results of the 2017 personnel survey 2017 newsPreparing for the objective discussionPersonnel trainingCode of Conduct (edit/linked 8.2.)Harassment and inappropriate conductInside / Current Affairs / … /2018-02 February / Several measures to prevent inappropriate conduct and balancing workloads©Aalto-yliopisto
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Appendix 4. Theses lists
The theses lists were obtained through the minutes recorded by the ENG department in eachthesis meeting; the contact person for this purpose was the coordinator Sanni Valkeapää(sanni.valkeappa@aalto.fi). Here is an example of an evaluation master thesis meeting minute.


